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IWembers of the class of '70:
for four years you have watched the University of Santa Clara try to adjust to rapidly changing circumstances
for the last two years you have been very much involved in these changes
you have asked for and received more responsibility than any other class graduating from Santa Clara
the quality of student participation in the work of university committees and the president's council
,
the quality of student life on campus as a result of parietal hours and residence hall councils
indicate the way you have accepted your responsibilities
during your years at Santa Clara the university has been more open to new people and to current controversial ideas,
you saw the arrival of a notable number of Mexican-American students and black students
you attended the Christian-Marxist Dialog and the Black America Conference
SCCAP, STOP, Project 50, the Task Force and many other groups have provided opportunities for helping people who need your help
I hope that these responsibilities, this openness, this generosity along with your formal education
at Santa Clara have increased your competence and your Christian Commitment
you have much to offer a world that desperately needs your help
may God bless you in the years that lie ahead
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You have an opportunity of educating the people
because your period of service is thirty years.
But the political parties would come
and go once in five years.
Who will follow you as the teaching class?
It is the pupils educated in your hands.
So the dynasty of teachers
will continue forever.
You must do some work on these lines
You must go to each village and form assemblies
and you must serve them as their guide and friend.
You must inculcate love
in the hearts of the pupils under you
as the springs of love are drying now.
You must learn something new every day.
Look at me. Even in the age of seventy-four
the daily work of learning and teaching
goes on forever. vinobaii
faculty
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The accouniing club provides a
link between accounting stu-
dents and accountinq firms bv
sponsoring lectures, field trips
and various social affairs for mem-
bers, The club also enables the
student to become famjiiar with
Certified Public Accountants and
local corporations.
Archaeological Society
Promoting interest in the culture and hist-
ory of the earliest inhabitants of Califor-
nia is the goal of the Archaeological Soci-
ety. Under the leadership of Missy
Colligan, the society is primarily con-
cerned with the discovery, extraction,
preservation, and analysis of primary hist-
orical evidence in the form of artifacts
found in this region.
The American Society of Civil
Engineers
The ASCE exists to encourage the
development of professional con-
sciousness, to afford an opportunity
for civil engineers to work together
and to provide friendly contacts with
the engineering profession. The
group of twenty-five explores the
various aspects of finding a job
through lectures and debates, and
also attempts to help students find
a summer job related to their field.
American Chemical Society
The student affiliate of the American
Chemical Society promotes interest
in chemistry by organizing field trips
to various chemical industries in the
area, by sponsoring speakers and
special classes, and by combining
with other science clubs to sponsor
social events. Approximately thirty-
five members comprise the club, head-
ed by president William Work. In
addition, members of the organization
attend regional meetings of the Stu-
dent Affiliate of the American Chem-
ical Society, where student papers
dealing with various aspects of chem-
istry are "presented.
Alpha Sigma Nu
Alpha Sigma Nu is a
National Jesuit Honor
Fraternity which is com-
posed of nominated
junior and senior male
students who are the top
eight per cent of their
class academically.
Under the leadership of
Pat Rice, the fraternity
published the Santa Clara





The ASUSC serves to promote educational opportunities, further the welfare and interest
of the students and promote self-government. Officers for 1970 were: Gary Morgan,
president; Sue Naumes, executive vice—president; David Oyler, treasurer; Linda
Kambestad, recording secretary; Paul Hogan, corresponding secretary; and Bob Boldizar,
social vice—president.
Bridge Club
The twenty-five member Bridge Club,
under Jim Scherzinger, was organ-
ized to promote interest in bridge
and to provide playing facilities on
campus.
Black Student Union
The BSy strives to increase aware-
ness of non-members to the urgency
of the social, political, and econ-
omic problems facing minority
people . Under the leadership of
Chuck Jackson, the Black Student
Union initiates and participates in
activities so as to achieve their
goals and thus create a truly free
and integrated society.
Business Administration Association
The BAA is an organization of undergraduate
students in the School of Business which serves
to promote a harmonious relationship between
its faculty and students, and to encourage social
activities among students.
President Ogden Lilly and moderators Father
Coz and Dean Dirksen have organized the six
hundred members for work on orientation for
freshmen in the School of Business, a Graduate
School Information Meeting for seniors, a Soph-
omore Planning Meeting to assist sophomores
in the choice of an academic major, and an
address on Senior Career Opportunities.
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
To provide a knowlege of the theoretical
and practical aspects of mechanical
engineering is the purpose of the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers.
With a membership of approximately fif-
teen, headed by Jim Quintal, the society
carries out its goals through field trips,
speakers, and movies.
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wCenter for the Study of Contemporary Values
The Center for the Study of Contemporary
Values, organized to encourage the discus-
sion ot key value and moral questions facing
society today„ has a ten member board, led by
Dr. Stuart McLean. It organized conferences
and interdisciplinary courses and invited
lecturers for the benefit of the Santa Clara
Community.
Cheerleaders
The Charlie Graham Club
The Charlie Graham Club is a service
organization open to alt sophomore,
junior, and senior male students, and
dedicated to assisting the department
of athletics and the ASUSC , This year,
under the leadership of president
Jack Previte, its eighty-five members
also initiated a toy drive for the
benefit of crippled children .
Clay iVI. Greene Players
Chess Club
To provide on—campus facilities
for chess instruction and matches
and to arrange for competition
with other chess clubs is the
purpose of the chess club. The
club, headed by Steve Berger,
with membership open to all stu-
dents, survived an arduous inter-
collegiate schedule to bring in-
creased honors to Santa Clara
from an often overlooked area.
Under elected head cheerleader Shawn Marker, Santa Clara's five
cheerleaders helped keep University athletic audiences alive and
active at all major sports events. The other four leaders were
Jojo Clougherty, Tom Kelly, Mike McGreevy. and Gino Devaurs.
The Players is the University theatrical organization open to
all students and members of the faculty. The organization
produces three main stage plays each year in which its
members fill all technical and dramatic positions . They also
have the advantage of working with several professional




Through the Flying Club, interested students are provided
with the opportunities for flying experience necessary
for a pilot's license. Headed by Richard Ferguson, the
club sponsors film presentations and offers flying ser-
vices for campus organizations at discount rates
.
Election Committee
The goal of the ASUSC election
committee is to insure the fair
and smooth running of all Class,
Student Body, Homecoming
Queen, and Senate elections
.
The group, headed by Carolyn
Wilde, first ran the freshman
class elections in the fall
and continued throughout the
year to handle all ASUSC
election business.
Freshman Class Board of Directors
The Board of Directors assists the incoming freshman
class in becoming fully integrated into the University
community. The board, with the aid of the Orientation
Committee, provides academic counseling during orien-
tation week and presents social events at which fresh-
men can become acquainted during their first weeks.
Pat Rice and Jerry Woods were the co-chairmen for the
six member board
.
de Saisset Art Gallery and
Museum
Throughout the year, major exhibits
are continually on display at the
Gallery, representing all media and
styles. Whenever possible, local
artists, both from the campus and the
surrounding community, are featured
in one-man shows. Frequently,
concerts, ballet performances, and
lectures are also presented, often in
conjunction with the opening of a
major exhibit. Membership in the
gallery, which is directed by Lydia
Modi-Vitale, is open to all students
and faculty of the University.
Forensics Society
Organized for the purpose of improv-
ing the public speaking ability of
the members of the University of
Santa Clara community, the Forensic
Society has proudly represented
Santa Clara at many intercollegiate
tournaments. President Tom Curtis
has spurred his club members into




The Delta Sigma Pi fosters the study
of business and encourages scholar-
ship, social activities, and the asso-
ciation of students for their mutual
advancement by research and practice
Dave Coppom leads the fifteen mem-
bers who are sophomores, juniors,
or seniors in the School of Business
and have at least a 22b GPA,
Food Service Committee
The Food Service Committee is a
university sub—committee whose
members meet weekly with rep-
resentatives from Hi—Continental
food service to offer suggestions
and co-ordinate the needs of the
students regarding dininn. This
year the committee's appointed
student members were Mike Moore,
Carol Koenig, Chester Hutchinson,
Denise Casagrande, and Anna
Marie Speno.
Freshman class
Tom Gleason, Tony Williams, Miren Erquiaga,
Paul Bossenmaier, and Montie Toscano
worked this year to create for the first time
a freshman class really involved in their own
activities. Although plagued at times by a
lack of enthusiasm, the class as a whole
exhibited the potential of becoming a com-
munity rather than a mere assemblance of
people.
Engineering Society
The three hundred and twenty—five mem-
bers of this group are joined together to
co-ordinate the activities of engineering
students and to further interests in en-
gineering professions . Headed by pres-
ident Richard Testwuide„ the club is
primarily a social organization, with ac-
tivities including picnics, an annual ski
trip, and an annual banquet.
El Frente Estudiantil Chicano
In effect, the purpose of F.E.CH. is to increase the cultural awareness
and identity of Brown peoples and to dispel contemporary stereotypes which
perpetuate racism. The 57 members of the organization, which is opened to all
persons of Chicano descent, is run by a monthly rotating triumviral junta. Its
activities included a Cultural week, coordination of 'El Diez de Mayo' Grape
Boycott at Santa Clara, working in conjunction with community representatives to
unseat and disrobe Judge Gerald S.Chargin, hosting the Young Lords political
party convention in San Jose, participation in the planning and implementing
^
of an experimental Pre- College Workshop, and participation in the University's
recruiting efforts on behalf of Chicano students.
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Homecoming Committee
Organizing the activities tor the week
preceding the Homecoming football
game is the responsibility of the Home-
coming Committee, Committee chairmen
were Gordon Roby, John Long, Bill Mc—
Monigle, and Al Parbury
.
Gamma Pi Epsilon
The thirty women comprising this National Jesuit Honor
Sorority are juniors and seniors who have distinguished
themselves through outstanding scholarship and service
to the school. Headed by Lisa Sowie, the society helps
with the teacher evaluation survey and with the freshmen
academic orientation committee.
German Club
Students seeking an opportunity to become better ac-
quainted with the culture and language of Germany
make up Santa Clara's German Club . The club's
activities, organized by Kevin Lenzen, include film
presentations, informal discussions in German, and
programs at the Goethe Center in San Francisco .
Information Booth
The Information Booth loca-
ted in Benson Center is open
daily during the week from
9—5. The purpose of the
Booth, operated by Mrs.
Roby, is to inform students,
faculty, and administrators
of the daily activities on
campus through the daily
bulletin . Tickets for all
dramatic, cultural, and
sports events are sold
through the Booth .
Friend's Phone Organization
To help people who are lonely, who need assistance in seeking
professional, psychiatric, or legal help, or who just want to rap
for awhile is the purpose of Friends.
The forty members seek to help those who need a friend to talk
to by having someone only a dial away every evening from eight
pm to tour am. People can also come down to the office in the
basement of Graham 100 .
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Instrumental Music Society
The instrumental Music Society is com-
posed of forty—five members who seek
to continue with their musical training
and appreciation through participation
in student bands and orchestras. Un-
der the direction of Richard Nuccitelli,
the group sponsors a Jazz Band, brass
ensemble, and a wind and string en-




Seeking to acquaint students with
different cultures and to help foreign
students adapt to the American
culture is the function of the Interna-
tional Club . Roger Lacayo heads the
two hundred member club which is
open to any undergraduate or grad-
uate student of Santa Clara
. The
club is located one block from school
at 615 Franklin Street, and informal
gatherings are held on Tuesday eve-




The purpose of the Irish club Is to spread the Irish
spirit and to promote the Hibernian culture in the Uni-
versity community. Principally a social organization
headed by Howard Anderson, the club is open to all
interested students of Irish descent and centers its
annual activities around the celebration of St, Patrick's
Day.
Intramural Sports Committee
This committee of eight members, headed by Randy
Vogel, organizes and runs the intramural sports pro-
gram at Santa Clara in the areas of flagball, basketball,
Softball, tennis and volleyball. An exciting football
season was highlighted by a 31 — 12 win over St. Mary's
in all-star competition. A hard fought basketball
season was also highly successful, involving a re-
cord turnout of sixty-five teams.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
The IEEE serves to promote student Interest in and
to provide current information concerning the pro-
fession of Electrical Engineering. The approximately
fifty members and chairman Tom Walsh participate
in field trips, meetings and lectures to become ac-
quainted with the activities of a practicing engineer.
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Orientation Committee
The Orientation Committee strives
to help incoming freshmen during
their first weeks at SCU, Under the
direction of Ken Savino, the forty-
five committee members planned
special counseling by academic ad-
visors, lectures by faculty and ad-
ministrators, and social events to
orient the freshman into SCU life.
Mendel Society
The Mendel Society is made up of one
hundred twenty students who are bio-
logy majors or who are interested in
the biological and medical sciences.
Headed by Steve Flaim, the society
serves biology majors in the fields of
social service and educational and vo-
cational interests. It sponsors guest
lectures and films on topics relating
to the life sciences and the fields of
medicine and dentistry. The society
also holds frequent social functions,
including a picnic in the spring, and
works with the American Red Cross in
the yearly blood drive at the univer—
sity.
The Mathematics Society
The Mathematics Society aims at presenting college students,
through lectures and movies, with some mathematics not
available in an ordinary classroom . The club, under president
Robert Owens and consisting of about seventy—five students
interested in mathematics, also sponsors the Annual High
School Math Contest which brings in some twelve hundred
students from four continents .
The Owl
The Owl is Santa Clara's
literary magazine which
accepts articles of prose,
poetry, editorial and ar-
tistic content from stu-
dents at the university.
Depending as it does on
student contributions, and
with the high standards
upheld by editor Michael
Taylor, publication of the
magazine is indefinite.
Pershing Rifles
The function of the Pershing Rifles, a national
organization recognized by Congress, is to
foster a higher degree of student interest in
military science. The activities of the Per-
shing Rifles include a drill team, a rifle team,




Under the leadership of
president Jack McNamara,
Kappa Zeta Phi works as a
service fraternity to assist
the administration of the
University. The organiza-
tion also supervises the
direction of students at
registration, conducts cam-
pus tours for elementary
school students, assists
in ushering conferences
and lectures, and sponsors
concerts.
The Lambda Society
The Lambda Society is a
liturgical service organ-
ization which provides
the opportunity for both
men and women students
and members of the lay
faculty to be actively
involved in liturgical
functions and officially
assisting in their cele-
bration , Some of the
services provided are
serving, reading, play-
ing and singing music
at masses and other
liturgical services , The
approximately fifty mem-
bers of the organization
are headed by Allen Ver-
stuyft.
Marketing Club
Santa Clara's Marketing Club
has seventy members who are in-
terested in the different aspects
of marketing. Headed by Tom Dowd,
the club sponsors a lecture series,
dinner meetings, and job placement
conferences.
Junior class
The class of 1971, under the active
leadership of president Pat Kelly,
sponsored many activities this year
These included mixers to benefit
minority scholarships, a Christmas
Party for underpriviledged children,
various nights on the town, a Class
Mass and breakfast, and the prom.
Italian Club
Under the leadership of Vic Merolla, the Italian
Club aims to spread the Italian spirit and promote
the Italian culture on campus. The club is open
to all students of Italian descent and functions
mainly as a social organization.
Ill
Pi nilu Epsilon
Pi.Mu Epsilon strives to promote scholarship,
especially in the field of mathematics. Member-
ship is open to those faculty in the field of math,
and sophomores, juniors and seniors with high
scholastic averages in math . Under president
Dan White, Pi Mu Epsilon sponsored a high school
lecture series presented at schools throughout
the area and presented a few guest speakers.
The Red Hat Band
The Red Hat Band aims to stimulate spirit at rallies and at football
and basketball games . Along with providing the audience with
musical amusement, the two dozen band members also made famous
the Red Hat Band Santa Clara Spellout and entertained California
television viewers during an early season basketball game. The
band also arranges occasional parties and dinners for members
,
Rally Committee
The rally committee, under
the leadership of Shelli
Lebrun, organizes formal
rallies before athletic




the committee handle skits,
posters, and circulation.
SCU Physics Society
The aim of the Physics Society is to
encourage interest in both pure and
applied physics. The fifty -member
group, led by Richard Nuccitelli„
sponsors field trips science movies,
and lectures by prominent scientists.
Presidents Council
Composed of faculty, student and ad-
ministrative members, the Presidents
Council functions as an advisory board
to the University President. Elected
student members Pat Tondreau, Cathy
Fox, and Tom Evertson gave the Pres-
ident the benefit of varied viewpoints
and backgrounds to facilitate his con-
siderations In decision making.
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Project 50
Project 50 is a motivational program for students just entering high school which seeks to show
the students their own abilities and guide them towards a higher education. East San Jose
students attended a seven week live-in summer program on campus where they were introduced
to a variety of high school subjects and participated in field trips, creative projects athletics,
and movies under the guidance of twenty undergraduate volunteers. A follow-up program is
carried on during the school year with the counselors keeping in close contact with their
students and, with the help of tutors, holding study hall twice a week. The two year old project
was initiated by Joe Fessio, SJ and Father Michael Buckley and has become the model of similar
programs set up at several other schools.
a> Pipestage is the student lounge built and opened in 1967.
re It is used for informal gatherings, dances, and meetings,
w but primarily serves as a coffee—house on Tuesday and
o. Thursday nights. Pipestage is run by Pauline Florence
CL and Trish Black with the help of John Kangas.
•
Publicity Office
The ASUSC Publicity office
offers publicity of univer-
sity events to the Univer-
sity community. Headed
by Dennis Muldoon and
Howard Anderson, the of-
fice staff produces signs
and leaflets concerning
activities for the ASUSC




The Lambda Upsilon Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta is an honor Fra-
ternity which was formed with the purpose of increasing the par-
ticipation of history majors in their own profession. Admission
is by invitation open only to those History majors in the upper
third of their class who have attained a 3.1 average in History,
The club has sixteen members and approximately twenty—two
pledges, all under the leadership of Phillip Durrett.
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The Phoenix Association
To further the interest of the students of the University in the crea-
tive arts is the aim of the Phoenix Association's twenty members.
Under the leadership of president Dick Armstrong, the organization
sponsors weekly contemporary art and experimental "underground
films. It also presents ballet and photography exhibits and handles
cultural events for Task Force,
ROTC Sponsors
ROTC's thirteen sponsors, recruited by members of the program, serve as host-
esses at award ceremonies and sponsor individual companies . Under Lori Stewart,
their overall goal is to serve the ROTC program in whatever way they can , The
girls are also candidates for military ball queen .
THE SANTA CLARA
THE SANTA CLARA, the offi-
cial newspaper on campus,
strives throughout the year
to "comfort the afflicted
and afflict the comfortable."
Editor— in—Chief Rob Esk—
ridge, along with eleven edi-
tors and about fifty staff
members, attempt to put out
a weekly paper which in-
forms the members of the
University community
about things, events, and
people of interest, espe-
cially those on campus.
To comment on the hap-
penings at Santa Clara
and to provide a vehicle
of communication for
the comments of all mem-
bers of the University
community is a stated







Besides recording and identifying
the people, feelings, and events
of the school year, a yearbook can
communicate, influence, and
provide fantastic opportunities
for expression as well as exper-
ience. In reviewing and then
changing many aspects of the book
this year we encountered defin-
ite opposition as well as genuine
openness to change throughout
portions of the University. This
and other general experiences
were as much a part of the year-
book as were the more involved
aspects: the thought, the work, the
people, and the product. For all
of these, especially for the basic
opportunities, even an undirected
appreciation should be expressed.
i
Santa Clara Community Action
Program
SCCAP is a community action
organization designed to fam-
iliarize the Santa Clara student
with the problems of the "real
world" and to help alleviate
some of those problems through
its different community programs.
SCCAP's efforts on behalf of
the community are directed
through thirteen different pro-
jects, each with its own direc-
tor. Approximately three hun-
dred students are involved in
SCCAP under the leadership of
President Joe Miller,
Redwood Photography Staff
Under photo editor John Zoria and
able assistant Steve Soult, the year-
book's photography staff was organ-
ized and molded into a hard working
and skilled group of individuals.
The work and hours these photogra-
phers put in can not even be esti-
mated; they can only be thanked and
congratulated . Staff members were
Jim Blount, Paul Cinquini, Eric
Golangco, Larry Horan, Chris Melahn,
Bob Ortalda, Phil Reihl, Hamid
Saijadi, Ed Sisson, and Tim Ward ,
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Santa Clara Research Institute
In its first year, the Santa Clara Research Institute,
headed by Roy Fujimoto, educated institute members
in contemporary issues and informed the University
comiriuniiy oT these issues through sponsorship of
papers, debates, lectures, forums, and informal dis-
cussions • This year the institute was comprised of
four study groups: Ecology, Population, Draft, and
Political Action.
Scabbard and Blade
The National Society of Scab-
bard and Blade was created to
raise the standard of military
education as well as to encour-
age the qualities of good mili-
tary officers. Among its activ-
ities are ushering at graduation
and hosting an annual senior
ba
Senate
Described by its president Susan Naumes as "a vital
and all—important organization on campus", the ASUSC
Senate, composed of forty—seven elected senators,
legislates rules and regulations which govern individual
members and groups of the student association . The
Senate handles amendments to the constitution, con-
trols association budgets, states principles reflecting
the opinion of the student body, and handles other
affairs related to the ASUSC. The senators are elected






tunity to view films,
learn to dive, and to




trip this spring to the
Santa Cruz Islands .
Rifle Team
The Varsity Rifle Team is made
up of male and female students
who are interested in represent-
ing Santa Clara in the Northern
California Intercollegiate Rifle
Conference. Mike Mulhern leads
the team which is composed
basically of an eight member
traveling squad, with the remain-
der of the team challenging for
match positions. The team parti-
cipates in the Providence, R.I.
and Reno, Nev. Invitational
Matches, besides entering the
NRA sponsored Intercollegiate




The class of 1972 planned a variety of
activities this year, including the Soph
Exclusive, a Sports Car Rally and Kite
Flying Day. President Ken Savino along
with Bruce Labadie, Marty Spring, Jeanne
Labozetta and Bob McGuiness worked to
stress personal involvement through
Soph Encounters, Masses and other Com-
munity activities such as their tutoring
program.
Ski Club
Three snow trips were planned this year by
the ski club's president Dave Blair and its
two hundred members. Trips to Lake Tahoe
during Christmas break, to the Winter Car-
nival in Squaw Valley, and to Sun Valley,
Idaho, during spring break highlighted this
year.
Sodality
A religious organization of men and women, the Sodality is dedicated to
the Blessed Virgin Mary. New members go through a one year candidate
period which includes a five day retreat. Mass and Communion are
emphasized. The group is headed this year by Steve Tarantino,
Sigma Delta
Epsilon
The goal of the
sixty members of
this service
sorority is to serve
the University and











operate in a Big
Sister program.
Senior class








and directed events such
as 'Tuesday Night at the
Table', 'Goody Two Shoes
at The Club', the Hofbrau,
the Night on the Town at
the Playboy Club, and the
Fashion Show with the
Alumni Club.
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Students for Democratic Action
The SDA functions as a preliminary foundation for building a radical
political movement at Santa Clara University. The aims of the organ-
ization are twofold: education and theoretical analysis of capitalism
and recognition of the necessity to replace It with a structure in
which decisions are made from below. The one hundred and
thirty members of the SDA are presently concerned with the re-
pression against political activists, attempted genocide against
the Black Panther Party, and the oppression against third world
peoples in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. By building a cam-
pus base, the SDA hopes to eventually support actively off cam-
pus strikes of workers, grape pickers, and other oppressed
minorities..
SAM
Society for the Advancement of
Management
This society aims at providing
students with an insight into
actual practice of the manage-
ment profession and to build up
a relationship between the bus-
iness community and the student
.
The membership, sixty persons,
participates in plant tours and
are enlightened by various guest





STOP, under the leader-
ship of Steven Sanderson
and Dr. Buckenmeyer,
was organized for the
purpose "to learn through
teaching and to teach
through learning." Its
105 members, all over
eighteen, have shared
their learning and interest
with those who have
dropped out of school.
By tutoring the children
at Juvenile Hall four
nights a week, these
tutors aided the teach-
ers at Osborne School
either within the class-
room or within Juvenile
Hall units themselves.
STOP received the Vol-
unteer of the Year Award
from the United Fund for
1969.
Society of United Day Students
The Society of United Day Students, headed by Rich Andrews and
Vicky Kirkish, provided all off-campus students with the oppor-
tunity of becoming more involved in the university structure.
Lynne Yates, Frank Colosimo, and Joe McCarthy helped coordi-
nate social activities which included picnics, bashes, nites
at the movies, and skating parties.
The major change in the 1969—1970 structure was the addition
of educationally-geared information to keep the day students
better informed of current events.
Surf Club
The objective of the surf club is to promote campus
interest in surfing and other beach activities. Under
head Stu Howell, the club offers surfing instruction,
competition, films, and parties for its members.
Tau Beta Pi
Task Force
The Task Force was organ-
ized to increase blacl< and
brown student enrollment
at the university. The
organization, headed by
Patti Beattie, Larry Bolton,
and Fred Ali, has ten
working members who are
interested In raising funds
tor an increase in black
and brown student enrollment
at Santa Clara, as well as
educating the university
community to the problems
of racism in our institutions.
The Task Force has spon-
sored black-white teach-ins,
and has raised funds from
numerous local industries
for the scholarship program.
Fau Beta Pi is dedicated to recognizing those who have
distinguished themselves as undergraduates in engine-
ering. Its 20 members must maintain top gpa's in their
junior and senior engineering classes as well as ex-
hibit exemplary character. Under James Filippi, the
society held two banquets and next year plans to spon-








the college level and to
encourage the interest
and participation of
Santa Clara students in
the Republican party is
the purpose of the Bronco
Young Republicans, Mem-
bership in the Santa
Clara university commu-
nity and payment of dues
are the requirements for
membership. Activities
of the club's 107 members,
led by Tim Smith, presi-
dent, include involvement
in all social and business
functions of the party on
and off campus.
University Chorus
Under the direction of




to increase the vocal
skills of interested stu-







Spring and Easter concerts
and a special concert at





The WRA provides recre-
ational opportunities for
all interested women stu-
dents. Under president
Julie Komes, it involves
Oi/er half of the Univer-
sity's female enrollment.
Despite limited facilities,
it sponsors such inter-
collegiate sports as vol-
leyball, basketball, ten-
nis, and swimming, and






and yoga, and provides
usherettes for home foot-






Compliments of Leo W. Ruth, Jr. and E. Jackson Going, Jr.
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William Willis Studio Photography







Old Photographs (Copied and Restored)
Passports & ID"s 2 Hour Service
2235 The Alameda Santa Clara
Ample Free Parking 296-1016
Photography by Paul Bacosa
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Compliments of Packing Co., Inc.
_ Growers, Packers and Shippers
1095 Hillsdale Avenue
San Jose, Ca lifornia
Telephone 269-1275 Code Cal Pak Cable Address Val View
Congratulations from the Bank that delivers
Wells Fargo Bank
Offices:
1111 Washington St., Santa Clara
2792 Homestead Rd,, Santa Clara
2120 El Camino Real. Santa Clara









Dale Johnson Travel Service
3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, California
Air Sea Land
















1655 El Camino Real Santa Clara
72 Ultra Modern Uniits






R. H. Wehner Concrete Construction Co.
Concrete Sawing
Subdivisions: Curbs, Gutters Sidewalks
R. H. Wehner Jr. (Pres)
390 Martin Ave Santa Clara
Telephone 244-6600
Shaw Insulation Co.
935 Richard Avenue Santa Clara
We'll keep things quiet in the Quad
Facciola Meats Wholesale jobbers
Purveyors of Fine Meats, Poultry and Provisions






Coca-Cola Bottling Company of California
1555 Old Bayshore Highway











842 South First Street
San Jose, California
Telephone 292-2627
Fine Offices by Design
Round House






Santa Clara Students Home Away From Home
Santa Clara Sport Shop
1485 Franklin




Reed and Graham, Inc.
690 Sanol Street
San Jose, California
Jerry Graham - Class of '42
Road Oils and Asphalts
Hot and Cold Plant Mixes
Telephone 298-5223
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San Jose, Ca I ifornia
Telephone 241^4100
Harold Wehner
Robert C. Wehner '49







10% Discount with Student Body Card
Economy Cleaners
1915 West San Carlos Street
San Jose, California 95128
The University of Santa Clara Alumni Association
extends its congratulations to the Class of
1970
and cordially welcomes them into the
comradeship of their fellow alumni.
We also wish each one of you success
in your chosen career.
Mariani's Motel
Restaurant and Lounge
125 Luxurious Rooms, Swimming Pool, Conference Room
Superb Food and Drink
Facilities for Luncheons, Banquets, Receptions








Flowers for Every Occasion
2205 The Alameda Santa Clara
jack Mien 1 1 Jr .& Staff Class of "37
More than 275 offices statewide
Member Federal Deposit insurance Corporation
SAMTA CLARA OFFICE: 990 BENTOIM STREET
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Roberts Typewriter Company












Everything for Every Sport
Telephone 294-3655









San Mateo, California 94403
Wholesale













3205 The Alameda & Franklin
Santa Clara, California
Complete One Stop Service
Telephone 244-4912
m Bank America Corporation Santa Clara California
Bank of America Main Branch 1313 Franklin St





There is a solution to every problem
130
A learning experience as well
as a unique record of Univer-
sity life, the Redwood 1970 was
published in three volumes,
reference, sports, and the year,
with a few other additions in a
paperbox container in June 1970,
Taylor Publishing Company
printed the book with the aid of
their San Francisco representative






A yearbook is produced when it
has to be, with remar/<ab/y little
regard for the schedules of its
producers. Many volunteers
helped in the creation of the 1970
Redwood, some when they could
^
others when they were most
needed. They did all the unposed
photography^ all the layout
,
pasteup, and typesetting. All
that /s not trnmed/ately obvious
when the publication is first
seen- the research, the thought
and creativity, the experiment ing,
the meetings^ frustration, and
rejections, the argueing and
justifying -they, the editor, and
the moderator were responsible for.
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If the alternative is to keep all
just men in prison or to give up
war and slavery, the State will
not hesitate to choose. When the
subject has refused allegiance
and the officer has resigned his
office, then the revolution is
accomplished.
.^
On April 29, 1970 President R ichard
Nixon ordered United States combat
forces into Cambodia. Immediately
student and congressional protest, which
had died down since the Vietnam
Moratoriums of October and November,
erupted across the nation. At Santa
Clara, a group of students organized
the Cambodian Moratorium Committee to
set up a rally, speakers, and an
anti-invasion program on Tuesday, May 5.
Following a camp-out on O'Connor
lawn Monday night, the committee
encouraged a general boycott of classes
in favor of the protest rally. Approximately
700 students heard various members of
the faculty and student body address
themselves to Nixon's widely criticized
move. Speakers included Fr. Mackin, Dr.
Buckenmeyer, Dr. Stuart McLean, Dr. Pierson,
Marshall Cook, Dave Schuman, Dr. Gurney,
SCCAP president Joe Miller, and ASUSC
officers Paul Hogan and Jim Gaffney.
The school quieted down after the Tuesday
gathering while other campuses rocked
with violence and disorderly dissent. At
Kent State, Ohio, four students were murdered
by National Guardsmen during an anti-
Cambodia protest. A number of universities
closed down, some permanently, to protest
Nixon's f oreign policy. In California the
student strike spread rapidly, with Stanford
closing down in violence, and numerous
other colleges and universities being
severely disrupted by protestors.
On Wednesday afternoon, governor Ronald
Reagan announced that all state colleges and
universities would be closed for a four day
"cooling off period." This left Santa Clara
as one of the few Universities in Northern
California which planned to hold classes as
usual. Mysterious rumors and radio
announcements about a large rally planned
at Santa Clara on Thursday for all "exiled
students" spread throughout the area
Wednesday evening. Some thought the
University would become the haven for all
dissenters left homeless after the Reagan
announcement, and that a large rally at Santa
Clara could easily break out in violence,
threatening students and University property.
Hastily organizing after the interrupted
ASUSC banquet, top administrators and
students met to analyze the situation
Wednesday night. Fearing violence and
emphasizing that his action "was not done
for political purposes," University
president Fr. Terry closed the school,
cancelling all classes on Thursday and
Friday. Events Wednesday night seemed
hasty and confused to many Santa Clara
students. At a spontaneous meeting
in Swig's 11th floor lounge, ASUSC
'I
president Dan Walker explained the
situation to a large gathering of students,
asking them to go home for a long,
peaceful weekend if at all possible. The
rally the next day drew roughly four
hundred people and the campus had a
very quiet weekend.
Stating that "education is too valuable
to society to be confused with political
action," Fr, Terry re-opened the campus
on Monday, May 11, and called for
the resumption of classes "as scheduled."
Academic vice-president Fr. Albertson,
however, offered a number of academic
alternatives to faculty and students
who wished to become more politically
active while remaining in class for the
rest of the quarter. He recommended a
pass-fail grade option in all courses,
the easy availability of incompletes
and withdrawals, and redefining of the
^-v^'
'</*
ere will be no Peace until there is Justi(
no Justice until there is Understanding,
\^ no Understanding until there
no Honesty until there is Humility
no Humility until there Is Wisdom,
k no Wisdom until there i
president Dan Walker explained the
situation to a large gathering of students,
asking them to go home for a long,
peaceful weekend if at all possible. The
rally the next day drew roughly four
hundred people and the campus had a
very quiet weekend.
Stating that "education is too valuable
to society to be confused with political
action," Fr, Terry re-opened the campus
on Monday, May 11, and called for
the resumption of classes "as scheduled."
Academic vice-president Fr. Albertson,
however, offered a number of academic
alternatives to faculty and students
who wished to become more politically
active while remaining in class for the
rest of the quarter. He recommended a
pass-fail grade option in all courses,
the easy availability of incompletes
and withdrawals, and redefining of the
objectives of courses to take account
of current nation-wide concerns.
Also by Monday an Ad Hoc Committee
on the Cambodia Crisis has established
itself in Dunne basement with numerous
other related committees and organizations.
From there off-campus leafleting,
picketing, and an on-campus teach-in
were arranged. The teach-in on the war
lasted three days, Tuesday-Thursday,
with speakers and seminars dealing
with the United States involvement in
Indochina.
Other related actions during the week
included the involvement of members
of the law school in the campus
protests and their lobbying in
Sacramento for an anti-war bill. A
number of other Santa Clara students,
following Stanford's lead, raised
enough money and sent a delegation
of students and faculty members
to Washington D.C. to speak with
members of Congress and to communicate
their dissatisfaction with present
government policy.
On Wednesday, May 15, Santa Clara's
ROTC program came under attack for
the second straight week. About 75
students and faculty members staged
a disruptive protest on the field
during the President's Review cere-
monies Wednesday morning. Later
the demonstrators were the target for
numerous criticisms as school officials
protested their disruption of the
traditional ceremonies, their
mimicking of the cadets, and in Fr,
Terry's words, their "truely
unprecedented rudeness."
iiik. will be no Peace until there is Justice,
no Justice until there is Understanding,
no Understanding until there IsJHonesty,
.. no Honesty until there is Humility, f
1 no Humility until there Is Wisdom, »
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In its short history Santa Clara's crew
has produced a West Coast Champion
(in last year's varsity four) and four
individual national champions in summer
rowing. Because of the recent successes
the crew recruited its largest turnout in
four years. This years crew is very young
with even more promise for the future. The
only seniors are Jack Donaldson and
Jacques McCoy (stroke and seven man of
the varsity eight) and lightweights Mike
Urbanski, Tom McGuirk, Kevin Cody, and
Ken Claiborne. The remainder of the varsity
consists of eight sophomores and five juniors.
The freshmen, who have more bodies than
can be accommodated at one time by the two
four-oared and two eight-oared shells have a
heavyweight eight with greater adverage size
than the varsity. The person responsible
for the highly successful freshmen turnout is
Jim Farwell who was the crew's first
president in 1965.
The crew has adopted a sophisticated style
of rowing and hopes to gain much success with
it. The rowing program at Santa Clara, an
entirely student-run activity, is finally coming
into its own as an autonomous, efficient, and
highly respected organization.
The dedicated work of each individual now
and in the past years is becoming fruitful.
Crew is unique in a number of ways and,
win or lose, is a life experience no member
will ever forget.

Though plagued at times by colds, sore throats, and a faulty
Seifert Pool, the Santa Clara Water Polo team finished the 69-70
season with a winning record . The mermen initiated the
season with an encouraging 14-9 victory over the archrival St.
]
Mary's Gaels, only to suffer a 7-3 setback against San Jose '
City College the following week. This fluctuating pattern
continued all season, leaving the final record at ten wins and
eight losses. Coach Bill Augenstein, in his seventh year at
SCU, felt his men played hard ball all season.
Highlights of the 69-70 season included the brilliant
scoring of captain Bill Smythe in his final season at SCU .
Valuable assistance to Bill came from co-captain Gerry
De Young, Sophomore Jim Perez, and Freshman Jamie Black. \
A slump in the middle of the season found SCU on top
'
only once, in the 20-1 victory over the California Maritime !
Academy, where Jim Perez seized five goals and Gerry
j
De Young scored 3 goals each. Tackling both Sac State and
Humbolt State colleges in one day proved too much for SCU
poloists as they went to defeats of 8-2 and 11-3 respectfully.
The team rebounded to dunk West Valley College in a tense game
that carried into 2 overtimes and a final 8-7 victory. Later that
week, in what seemed like an anticlimatic game, SC rolled to a
final 11-7 victory over the CabriMo Seahawks. By far their best
game of the season was a narrow 9-7 victory over SF State, with
a fine all-around effort by everyone on the team. The winning
streak, which was eventually extended to five games, next sent ;
Menio College to defeat. A second CabriMo dunking ended the
finest part of SCU's season. Injuries hurt the Bronco's chances in|
a post season tournament at West Valley College as the poloists
were eliminated in the second round of action.
In close voting among the players at the end of the season. Bill
Smythe was selected as Most Valuable Player and Mike O'Neil was














One of the highlights of home-
coming week this year was the
annual powderpuff football classic.
Co-sponsored by the Charlie
Graham Club and the WRA, this
rough and tumble game was played
on a 60 X 30 yard field with f ive
yard end zones.
Limited to a roster of 24 players,
there were seven teams out for
this year's feminine grid classic.
First round games took place
Monday and Tuesday of Homecom-
ing week. The Split Ends beat the
Little Women in a come-from-behind
game. The Mercy Killers lost to
the Easy Riders, with the Easy
Riders taking control early in the
game, and a slow-starting Lex Tal-
ionis overcame the Wild Bunch
after some trouble in the first quar-
ter.
On Tuesday and Thursday the
second round games were played.
The Acosters who drew a first-
round bye, blanked the Split Ends.
In one of the toughest matches of
the tournament. Lex Talionis, a
predominantly running team, was
pitted against the Easy Riders,
primarily a passing team. Al-
though a close contest, the Easy
Riders defeated Lex Talionis 12-
0.
In the championship game,
Tuesday night, the Easy Riders
defeated the Acosters 37-6 in
a game in which the outcome
was never really in doubt.
The Mercy Killers were easily
victorious over the Wild Bunch





The year of 1969 brought Santa Clara its best football team in
recent years, a team which set twenty-five new records and com-
piled a cumulative record of 6-4 .
The Bronco team, under the coaching of Pat Mai ley, featured a
potent offense led by quarterback Dan Pastorini. The junior quar-
terback set five new season and game passing marks and tied ano-
ther; he also averaged 41.6 yards per punt, with a record setting
boot of 73 yards. Bart Jenks, who shattered seven single season,
career, and game standards, Larry Holmes, who averaged 5.2 yards
per carry rushing, and co-captain Darryl Stowers were also offen-
sive standouts.
The defense featured co-captain Steve Stanich at linebacker,
Harley House at tackle, and Steve Sweeters at safety. Repeatedly
the defensive unit kept SCU opponents in the "outgained" side of
the statistics, limiting number of first downs, rushing plays, pass-
ing attempts, and total yards gained to far less tttan the number the
Bronco offense rolled up.
After a particularly rugged season, senior Bart Jenks received
the Most Valuable Player award, Ron Peterson the Most Valuable
Lineman, and Darryl Stowers the Most Valuable Back. Gene Gug-
lielmo was named the most improved back, Tom Narey, Charles Oli-
ver, and Steve Stanich were named most courageous players, and
Steve Scully was the most inspirational player.
Santa Clara opened its 1969
season with a lop-sided 43-7
victory over St. Mary's College
in the "Big Little Game." The
Broncos completely dominated
the final fifty-seven minutes of
play after St. Mary's jumped to
a 7-0 lead i n the first three min-
utes. Santa Clara gained 579
yards total offense, including




Next SCU met the UC Davis
Aggies. Pastorini had an im-
pressive game, completing 29
passes and throwing four touch-
downs, while Bart Jenks caught
n and the Broncos won 39-10.
A third straight victory was
added to the Bronco's collection
as once again Dan Pastorini led
the offense to defeat San Fran-
cisco State 32-1 5 . Larry Holmes
ran for two touchdowns, and
gained over 100 yards rushing.
The Broncos boasted a 3-0
record as they headed East for
their big game in Philadelphia
with Villanova. Unable to move
the ball, Santa Clara met dis-
aster against the wildcats, los-
ing 57 to 8 before Villanova's
homecoming crowd.
A week later, SCU rebounded
from the defeat at Villanova to
beat the University of Nevada
at Las Vegas 26-13
. This game
saw Larry Holmes rush for 176
yards and one touchdown and
Pastorini throw two touchdowns
before being injured in the third
quarter.
Hawaii defeated Santa Clara
33-26 in the sixth game of the
S'iason. Dan Pastor ini was un-
af le to play in this game due to
the injury suffered against Ne-
V jda. The statistics showed the
c ime to be very even, but kick
off yardage and fumbles cost
nta Clara the game.
The Broncos fell one yard
short of a tie or possible vic-
tory against Long Beach State
as a Long Beach player picked
off a pass to stop a Santa Clara
drive on the one yard line and
leave the final score 34-28. Pa-
storini returned to action against
Long Beach and passed for 261
yards and one touchdown. Bart
Jenks set a iw^ Sar# Clara
catches.
Santa C lara was able to defeat
UC Santa Barbara at the Gau-
chos own home stadium for the
first time in history by a score
of 27-7 . Daryll Stowers sparked
the offense, scoring three touch-
downs including a fifty-four yard
scoring jaunt.
The Broncos entertained the
1969 Homecoming crowd with a
27-6 victory over Lewis and Clark
College. Once again Pastorini
did an outstanding job throwing
for 325 yards and three touch-
downs.
In the final game of the sea-
son, Santa Clara lost 40-15 to a
powerful University of Pacific
team. The statistics showed the
game to be much closer than the
score indicates, but penalties
and mistakes proved to be very
costly. Pastorini threw a record
61 passes for 22 completions
and 281 yards while he and the
rest of the squad took one of the
worst physical beatings in re-
cent years. Bgf^ Jenks ended a
brilliant vars.yy||areer with 12






Pastorini, named by national
coaches to the 1969 All-America,
sets to throw against Homecoming
opponent Lewis & Clark.
Pastorini completed a season
total of 155 passes in 298 attempts
for 2049 yards (53%) and 17
touchdowns.
Split end Bart Jenks
received the most valuable
player trophy for the 1969
football s;qa son. The Sacramento
-sentorT^so named to the small
college All-America, set
seven new SCU receiving records,
including most passes caught (181),
yardage (2,619), and touchdowns
(25) in three years of varsity play.
An outstanding defense and a smooth running offense helped this
year's freshman football team compile a fine 4-1 season record. The
first-year college gridders posted impressive early season victories
over San Quentin 21-14, and Ohione J.C. 27-14 before falling to San
Francisco State 18-13 .
Greg Metzer led the attack against Ohione, completing fourteen of
twenty-one passes for 184 yards and three touchdowns, two to Mike
Mitchell and one to John Connolly. In the rushing department, Bruce
Johnson and Dennis Ward turned in outstanding performances.
Against San Francisco State, although SF controlled the ball for the
majority of the game, Randy Nelson and Dennis Warde turned in stand-
out performances. The Broncos, however, fumbled several times and
didn't have time to move the ball.
In the Cal State Hayward game, the young Broncos breezed to a 41-0
win. The powerful defense forced Cal State into many costly mistakes
which set up scoring opportunities for the offense. Coach Mike Vas*
concellos was pleased with the efforts of backup quarterback Jed
Anderson, as well as the overall standout play of the defensive unit
including Mike Quirk, Demetri Marshall, Leo Bauer, Pete Trautanich,
Tom Brolan, Phil Neri, Vic Rice, Rodney Nelson, Paul Ramirez, John
Ciacopuzzi, and Dan Sexton.
Playing their best game of the season, the freshmen pounded the
Sonoma State Varsity 28-6 . Jed Anderson put on a tremendous indi-
vidual performance, carrying the ball thirty-two times for ninety yards
and a touchdown. Anderson also passed a twenty-two yard touchdown
to Mike Mitchell
.
The Bronco line, which was outweighed 20-30 pounds per man,
played an inspiring game, with particular praise going to defensive
players Phil Neri and Demetri Marshall. Marshall intercepted two
passes, giving him an incredible seven for five games. Quarterback
Greg Metzer also scored two touchdowns on quarterback sneaks of
one and three yards. End Mike Mitchell also highlighted the game
with two unbelievable catches while the punting of Vic Rice helped
pave the way for the Bronco win. The Broncos totalled 325 yards for
the game, 149 by rushing and 170 by passing
.

Early in the fall quarter, a chal-
lenge was issued to the Santa Clara
men. Intramural football, undoubt-
edly the most exciting of the intra-
neural programs, called for all el-
igible enthusiasts to organize teams,
select captains, and plan strategy.
By acquiring team members from
all classes and dorms, it was a help-
ful way to acquaint students with
each other.
The football program was divided
into three sections—the"A" league
provided the roughest of physical
contact, the "B" league's members
depended on strategy and skill for
their victories, and the "C" league
was for those who wished to have a
good time, yet enjoy competition.
The action that resulted produced
many disabled football heroes, with
injuries ranging from broken legs to
scarred faces. The rainy season al-
most put an end to the whole affair,
but the Santa Clara sun finally
graced Ryan Field after a recess of
two weeks.
There were colorful teams like the
Organgrinders, the Daft, and the
Goosers, all of which helped to at-
tract interested bystanders.
After strong and spirited competi-
tion, the Santa Clara Bronco All-
Stars were selected from the intra-
mural players and challenged the
St. Mary's Gaels to a match. Need-
less to say, the Bronco All-Stars
won the battle for the third straight
year, this time with a 12-0 score.
The intramural sports committee,
led by Randy Vogel, provided SCU
with yet another successful foot-
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With the loss of many fine lettermen from iast year's very successful 6-4 team, the 1969 varsity went through a rebuilding year. Under coaches Sal Taormina and Bill O'Brien,
the team of sophomores and juniors progressed steadily through the toughest season in their short history .
The booters started off with a win by beating West Valley College 4-2 . In their second game, playing against a tough College of San Mateo squad, the team was able to salvage
a 2-2 tie. After being behind 2-0 at the halftime, SC fought back in the last quarter with freshman Benji Toda and sophomore Tony Tebbit scoring the two goals that provided the tie.
]
Playing in the prestigious San Jose Invitational Tournament against nationally ranked USF, U.S. Air Force Academy, an
playing courageous soccer, i njuries from that tournament put the team in a weak position for the remainder of the season.
USF and SCU battled in the first game of the tournament with USF coming away with a 5-1 victory. In the consolation c
It was not until the third quarter that Air Force broke loose to beat the Broncos 6-2.
i d SJS proved to be too much for the Broncos, Although










After the tournament Santa Clara had to face USF and SJS again. These two meetings were equally disastrous. Against USF, the wounded Broncos lost 4-0, while SJS v\/as stili
worse with an 8-1 score.
Even the winless St. Mary's Gaels were too much for Santa Clara. They soundly defeated the Broncos 5-2 for their biggest win since joining the Northern Intercollegiate Soccer
League. The best part of Santa Clara's season was the end of it. The Bronco booters put together a fine offensive and defensive performance to defeat the University of the Pacific
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1-0 at Stockton. This was one of the fewer games of the season when the team was at full strength. The Broncos came into their final game with only one thought in mind, and that was
to end the season with a win. Senior co-captain Carlos Araujo scored the only goal of the game in the third quarter while goalie Jack Zwissig recorded his second shutout of the year.
Santa Clara ended the season with an overall 5-7-2 record, and a 2-4 league record. Senior Joe Linedecker won the Most Inspirational award, junior Paige Cabral was voted Most
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With four of five starters returning from last
year's 27-2 nationally rated team, the Bronco
basketball varsity sought and, despite rough
opposition, finally won their third straight West
Coast Athletic Conference championship. After
putting together an exciting season with a 23-6
record, the team could look back on achievements
which included victories over Houston, Stanford,
USF, California, Oklahoma, University of Pacific,
and Long Beach State, winning two tournament
crowns and setting fifteen new team, season and
individual records.
The senior standouts of the team, center Dennis
Awtrey, forward Ralph Ogden and guard Kevin
Eagleson, combined to give Bronco rooters one of
the most colorful and exciting seasons in recent
years. Awtrey, as team captain, culminated a bril-
liant three year varsity career by winning the title
of the greatest player in Bronco basketball history
as he set eight new scoring and rebounding records
and gained a berth on the third team All-America.
Ogden, whose 21.9 points per game average is the
third best in SCU history, ranks as the sixth great-
est Bronco scorer with 1,280 points. Guard Eagle-
son, another three year veteran, sparked court play
with determination and style seldom seen in a
place such as the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Santa Clara wound up its third straight winning
year with a 73-12 record, second only to UCLA,
over the last three years, under the careful eyes of











The 1969-1970 basketball season
proved to be a very exciting and pro-
fitable one for the Santa Clara Broncos
as the team won its third straight Ca-
ble Car Classic title, the WCAC cham-
pionship with a playoff victory over
the University of Pacific, and the semi-
finals of the NCAA regionals in Seattle.
In compiling a 23-6 record, the Varsity
set fifteen new team, season, and in-
dividual records while attaining its third
WCAC title in as many years.
The season began with the Broncos
traveling to SF State to trounce the
Gators 81-55 in a one-sided opener.
The Broncos then handily defeated the
Stanford Indians by a score of 72-60
to go into the Cable Car Classic with
a 2-0 record.
Playing some of the finest defense
of the year, the team defeated the soon
to be powerful USF Dons 70-49 in the
opening round of the Classic. The fol-
lowing night the Broncos were pitted
against the Cal Berkeley "Golden
Bears," and narrowly escaped with a
58-52 victory for their third straight
Classic crown.
fne nexi week was not as kind to
the Broncos as they travelled to the
Astrodome to lose to top-flight Houston
76-91. The following game against Ok-
lahoma City was closer, but still the
Broncos were tripped 94-101 .
The game against Fresno State could
be called a warm-up for the rematch
against Houston at the Las Vegas Ho-
liday Classic, as the Broncos walked
away with a 102-61 victory.
The first round of the Las Vegas
Classic was one of revenge as a fired-
up Awtrey marked up 27 points and Ra Iph
Ogden contributed 21. In the same game
Bruce Bochte held the Cougar's 01 lie
Taylor to eight points in the critical
first half. In their previous meeting
Taylor had slammed in 29 points. Fi-
na I outcome of the game was Santa C lara
85 -Houston 63.
In the championship game Awtrey
and Ogden teamed for a total of 66 points
as the Broncos trounced the small but
quick University of Nevada (Las Ve-
gas) Rebels. Awtrey's awesome 37
points helped earn for the team a 99 to
77 victory and for himself the tourney
MVP award.
Cal State—Hayward was the final
opponent for the Broncos before their
first league encounter and were fairiy
easily defeated 98-63. The University
of Nevada (Las Vegas) was another
laugher for the Broncos as they defeat-
ed the Rebels for the second time by a
score of 121-84 for their first WCAC
season victory. The University of
Nevada (Reno) was a second easy
league win as the Broncos romped
96-64.
The USF Dons handed the Broncos
their third defeat of the year, 64-70,
as Santa Clara practically handed the
game to the Dons from the foul line.
Three days later, Santa Clara met the
Dons in a televised rematch which, for
the first thirty minutes, seemed to be
going the way of the first game. But
towards the final buzzer, the Broncos
finally managed to come to life and
gleaned a 72-60 victory.
Traveling to Seattle and Portland,
the Broncos managed to bring home two
non-league victories, upping their sea-
son total to 13-3. Scores were SCU 82,
the Chieftans 76. and SCU 80, Portland
University 79.
After a well-deserved rest of one
week, the Broncos took on the Loyola
Lions and the Pepperdine Waves in
back-to-back contests. Santa Clara
pulled out victories of 92 to 60 and
105 to 72 respectively. In the Pepper-
dine game Dennis Awtrey advanced to
/
the top of the all-time Santa Clara U.
scoring race by breaking Bud Ogden's
old record when he scored his 1438th
varsity point in the first half.
In the next league game, the St.
vlary's Gaels gave the Broncos a hard
attle, but Santa Clara held on for an
9-71 victory and a 6-1 league record.
The University of Nevada (Las
Vegas) Rebels revenged their previous
ossestothe Broncos by winning in the
last six seconds 70-72 . The Broncode-
feat dropped Santa Clara into a first
place WCAC tie with UOP.
The Broncos trounced the Univer-
sity of Nevada (Reno) 92-71 in their
next game. A trip to southern Calif-
ornia proved fruitful for Santa Clara as
Loyola and Pepperdine were met and
defeated 74-70 and 87-70. The game
against St. Mary's was a crucial one,
for the Broncos had to win in order to
stay in the running for the champion-
ship. Rising handily to the occasion,
the Broncos handed the Gaels a neat
113-73 defeat.
The season finale against Univer-
•sity of Pacific proved to be disasterous
for the Broncs as UOP hung on for a
60-71 victory. The Tiger win resulted
in a co-championship with the Broncos
in the WCAC.
UOP's victory also forced a play-
off with the Broncos to see who would
have the honor of attending the NCAA
Regionals in Seattle. In a hard fought
battle Santa Clara eeked a 65-56 win
before a capacity crowd at the USF gym
to gain the prized berth in the Regionals.
In Seattle, the rankings paired the
national champions UCLA with Long
Beach State and Santa Clara with 16th
ranked Utah State. In a very hard fought
match, center Awtrey's 24 points and
sophomore guard Jolly Spight's stand-
out 21 could not wrench a victory from
the Aggies as Santa Clara dropped a
68-69 nod in the last thirteen seconds.
Coach Dick Garibaldi's cagers fin-
ished the season on a winning note,
however, by tripping 18th ranked Long
Beach 89-86. The game saw Awtrey,
playing one of his greatest games as a
Bronco, equal his season high of 37
points and garner 13 rebounds to b€'























Paced by four starters who finished in
double figures, the freshman basketball
team, under coach Carroll Williams, fin-
ished the season with a fine 17-6 record.
Posting impressive wins over San Jose
State College, Stanford University, Uni-
versity of San Francisco, and University
of Pacific, the Bronco yearlings shot a
standout 52 3% from the field and aver-
aged 85 2 points per game.
John Stege, Steve McFall, Fred Lavar-
oni, and Bruce Winkler each compiled
averages in double figures. Stege led
with an average 19.4 points per game,
while McFall tallied the high point total
for the season with 417. Lavaroni cap-
tured top rebounding honors, averaging
14.8, while McFall also set a new frosh
single game scoring record with 41 points
on 19 of 21 field goal attempts against
Nevada—Reno at Reno.
Standouts at the free-throw line inclu-
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1970's intramural basketball program was the
most successful intramural program in Santa
Clara's history. Over 800 players participated
in action in seven leagues of progressive cali-
ber. The intramural program was run by Randy
Vogel.
The season for each team consisted of six
games with the first two teams from A and B
leagues and the winner of the C through G
leagues progressing to the tournament. The
tournament was run on a single elimination ba-
sis; and the eventual winner was Johnson's
team after the tournament favorite Reames was
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Many fine individual performances
highlighted the men's swimming sea-
son this year. One of the most not-
able members of the team was soph-
omore Rick Larson, probably one of
the greatest swimmers ever to come
to Santa Clara, who often sparked
the team with powerful swimming.
Larson and Jim Perez combined
getting two first places each as well
as a second in the free relay with
Tom Brown and Bill Pefley against
San Jose State and Western Washing-
ton State in a dual meet. Larson and
Perez also broke individual school
records in the meet.
Against Cal State Hayward, Lar-
son captured two individual first
places and broke two school records.
Mark Freitas also turned in several
record smashing performances while
Jim Perez, despite finishing second
in the 100 yard freestyle, broke his
own school record by over five sec-
onds.
Divers Gary Gould and Bill Little
turned in excellent performances,
finishing first and third in one meter
competition against Hayward.
Coach Bill Radley has been giving
specially designed workouts for the
team and the improvement has been
a source of great satisfaction to him.


Coach Bill Radley's girls' swimming team has become a minor phenomenon
on the Santa Clara campus. After their first year of competition, the girls'
team has placed fifth in the nation. An impressive record was compiled
during the season, highlighted by the team's participation in the national
finals at Illinois State University. No Santa Clara team has ever reached
the finals since 1962 when the baseball team played in the college world
series. The Broncettes have already set many new meet marks, and many of
the girls setting these records will compete in the 1972 Olympic Games.
The swimmers trained from October to March
. The team was composed of
fifteen girls, each one a beautiful and talented swimmer. Two Olympians
from the 1968 games are members of the squad: Freshman Carmen Ferracuti
from El Salvador, who holds national records in Central America, and Cathy
Jamison, a junior from Portland, Oregon, who placed fifth in the 200 meter
breaststroke in Mexico. Another member of the team is Vicki Buckley, a
freshman who has competed in the national AAU Championships on three
occasions. Jane Anastasi, a freshman, won this year's N.C.W.I.C. 200
yard freestyle; and teammate Laura Fritz, from Las Vegas, who also swims
with the Santa Clara Swim Club and the American team, was the N.C.W.I.C.
700 yard freestyle holder, the 50 yard butterfly champion, and holder of
many other records.
Leslie Teel, a freshman from Kansas, was the SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
Magazine's most promising young swimmer from the Missouri Valley. Sue
Seely, a junior, also qualified for national competition, and future star De-
nise Flaherty, who never before swam in competition, is one of the nation's
most promising newcomers and likewise qualified for the nationals. Other
team members, equally as beautiful and talented, include Anne Roeth
Theresa Fulp, Patti Gavin, Claire Rudolf, Janis Sande and Beth Sherman.
As if this group of youthful swimmers is not talented enough for one school,
Santa Clara's own swimming celebrity, Claudia Kolb, Olympic Games
Champion and Gold Medalist, helps coach the girls.
Eight of the girls qualified for the national Finals in Illinois State,
where there were fifty-nine teams entered, representing the finest swimmers
in American competition. Laura Fritz placed first in the 100 yard freestyle
and second in the 50 yard freestyle. SCU's relay team consisting of Buck-
ley, Fritz, Teel, and Jamison, took third place in the 400 yard free relay.
Cathy Jamison captured a third place in the 100 yard breaststroke and
fourth place in the 200 yard Individual Medley. Leslie Teel took a fourth
place in the 200 yard freestyle and sixth place in the 100 yard freestyle.
Another relay team in the medley event took a fourth place.. All results
combined gave Santa Clara six finalists and six consolation finalists.
For many of the girls, however, the season has just begun. There is still
a whole summer left of A.A.U. meets and workouts to keep them in shape










The SCU women cagers put in a par-
ticularly hard fought season this year
under the coaching of Miss Betty Jean
Menacho. The team is a member of the
Northern California Women's Intercol-
legiate Basketball Conference, which
will become a league next season.
The team faced a rough schedule,
playing seven of nine games away and
working within a limited practice sche-
dule, while opposing teams utilized
P.E. majors and special intercollegiate
classes.
During the season, Carol Koenig,
Sue Di Mazio, and Terry Cousins were
high scorers against Cal State Hay-
ward, while Marion O'Dea and Terry
Pfeiffer contributed the major effort
against Stanford.
Practice was more difficult this
season as the team was forced to a-
dopt to a different set of rules. The
biggest change is from six player
divided court, to five player full court
play. The thirty second clock rule as
played by men's professional basket-
ball was also in the rules but was not
utilized this year by the conference
schools.
In a hard played season, the
Santa Clara Women's volleyball
team compiled a mixed record,
losing to such teams as U.C.
Davis, Chico State, and San
Jose State while overpowering
West Valley J.C., Cal State Hay-
ward, and the University of Ne-
vada at Reno. Coached by Miss
Betty Jean Menacho, the team is




included captain Julie McNally,
who consistently turned in out-
standing performances, and
Carolyn and Cathl^een Wilde, who
played well as setters. Carol
Koenig, Sue Di Mazio, Tish Ma -
tulich, Linda Daley, Julie Graves,
Loretta Cabacugam, Dee Dee
Quigg, Cindy Chang, Barbara
Granieri, Terri Morrow, Marian
O'Dea and Margaret Dusenbury




Under Coach Ed Roth, the lyyu lliyn"S:> tennis season
was one of SCU s best. Co-captains Joe McCajjJiy and
Jack Darnell headed a team which also included Steve
Sutter. Terry Ellis, Rick Goethals, Eric Kolhede, and
Gary Ahrens,
During the season highlight tour of Northern Califor-
nia, SCU triumphed over Sacramento State, Shasta Col =
lege, and American River, Along with battling San Jose
State, Stanford, UC Berkeley, Oregon and Seattle U, the
team also competed in the Northern California Intercol-
legiates and in the WCAC Championships.
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The Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Team
embarked this year on one of its most stren-
uous schedules. This was the first year the
team belonged to the Northern California
Women's Intercollegiate Council's Tennis
League, consisting of fifteen schools which
are divided into three sections. Santa Clara
was grouped with San Jose State, Stanford,
Berkeley, and Fresno State—all of which are
excellent teams.
Despite league play, Santa Clara again
tried to maintain the "fun basis" that has
always marked this program, and players of
all abilities saw some action in non-league
matches.
Under Coach Marygrace Colby, SCU had
three doubles and three singles teams this
year, as well as a challenging ladder open
to all players. The top part of the ladderwas
well balanced and made for a strong team,
which was needed for play in the Ojai, Mo-




The Broncos attempted to win the WCAC for the
third year in a row in 1970. This year's squad
featured experienced pitching in Mike Sigman,
Rich Troedson, Don Paxton, and Dennis Fitzger-
ald, and sensational reliever Joe Puppo. Troed-
son was runner up for last year's WCAC Most
Valuable Player award; and all four of these
hurlers were members of last year's team which
lost to UCLA in the NCAA playoffs .
The infield lineup had Bill Borelli at first base.
All America candidate Bill McMonigle at second
base, Duane Larson at short stop, and Kurt
Lohrke and Chuck Franklin alternating at third
base. The outfield consisted of Jim Silvestrini,
Bruce Bochte, Lee Chilton, and Larry Bourke.
The receiving was done by Jim Cavil I ia, with
occasional relief from his brother Lou,
The Bronco's main goals in 1970 were to win
the WCAC, with major threats from the Univer-
sity of the Pacific and Loyola, and to get past












...e 1970 Santa Clara frosn-sopn oaseoaii leam proviaea a Tine
areeding ground for future varsity players. Throughout the season,
Jue to varsity injuries, frosh-soph players were called up to play
or coach Taormina on the varsity. This shifting of talent altered
:he desire of the players to work together as a team.
Coaches Bob Fatjo and Chris Bradford had a fine group of play-
jrs who as a team had an exciting and successful season. The
)utfield of the frosh-soph team was an obvious strong point
hroughout the year. Sophomore Harold Grey was a standout on
iefense and with his fine speed should be an asset to next year's
varsity. Freshman Craig Swenson and Daryle Auten, both wield-
ng strong arms and bats, were occasionally shifted to the varsity,
^he outfield was rounded out by Mike Mitchell, Tom McGowery,
ind Rich LaPlant.
The infield was constantly being changed because players were
;alled up to the varsity. Jim Dekker hit well throughout the year
ind showed his prowess at first base by consistently blocking
vild throws. Jack Bonnici held down the second base position,
ilways showing much desire and team spirit on the field,
/like Lee showed fine hitting strength in his first year and con-
itantly made the spectacular play at shortstop. Jim Cippola, who
isually played third base, proved to be one of the stron-gest play-
jrs at the plate. The infield was completed by Jim Devani, Jim
^oran, and Paul Schmuck who played well whenever in action.
Three strong catchers divided the receiving chores: sopho-
Tiores Chuck Keller and Tom Vatuone, and freshman Tom Evans.
The varsity pitching future seems bright as young talent was
successful in their first year on the mound. The freshmen pit-
chers were Mike Venerlede, Glen Holsclan, Todd Bretlinger, Jeff
Dvimet, Mark Broche, and Ed Burke. The sophomore hurlers were
'hi I Roby, Steve Chippe, and Jim Masters.

The opportunities which
athletics offer in terms of
enjoyment, excitement, exer-
cise, comradship, growth
in mental alertness and
physical prowness, and
development of the ability to
generally cope seems
to justify the attention
and finances spent on the
various sports programs
far more than a successful
season or national recog-
nition could ever do*
We have tried to record
in this book not only
the excitement and ability
patterns of the different
games but the particular
players and events which




recognition is that of
the coaching and training
staffs. Behind most of what
takes up the previous
seventy-one pages
are certain individuals
who have made participation
in 'their' sport something
far more to its players
than simply a chance
to get some exercise and
enjoyment at the same time.
How the whole game
was played, who helped
whom, what growth
and change took place,
and how much enjoyment
there was are really
far more relevant topics
(though incredibly hard
to write on) than final rec-
ords, individual honors, pro-
jections for next year, or




Overarching all kinds of love is agape,
signifying good will
rather than good feeling toward a person,
and carrying the connotation of-
"showing love by action."
When we speak of "agapaic"'
it is this active, outgoing love that we have in mind,
as did St. Paul.
It is the ultimate love,
the love that "is God" and "is from God"
freely given, active, affirming not on the basis of
merit or attractiveness
but encompassing all for whom God cares
not only self and friend, but the stranger, the outsider the enemy
Such a term as "altruism" unselfish concern for others
points to agape, but no other concept
fully expresses its unique meaning,
The theological implications are clear
to love a person agapaically means to love "in God,
"
to love him with the love that is of God's very essence
It is not something we are spontaneously impelled to do
by our own nature, it is an act of faith
that goes against the grain of ordinary human nature
in a way that is parallel to ahimsa's refusal to do harm.
In therapeutic encounter agapaic love might be called concern.
In the divine-human dimension it is expressed as communion,
and in the social it is experienced as community.
tligtl$tilt0ttt^^ w»mnn<iinn*»M,
The University of Santa Clara
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ooey was in dreanny top form.
The announcer had them off on
the subject of housing developments,
and the little Burke girl said she
hated houses that all look alike —
meaning a long row of identical
'development' houses. Zooey said they
were nice! He said it would be very
nice to come home and be in the
wrong house, to eat dinner with the
wrong people by mistake, sleep
in the wrong bed by mistake, and
kiss everybody goodbye in the
morning thinking they were your
own family
I le said he even wished
everybody in the world looked exactly
alike. He said you'd keep thinking
everybody you met was your wife or
your mother or father, and people
would always be throwing their arms
around each other wherever they went,









In remembering life as a student at Santa Clara, we can recall only fragments of the academic year: images, events,
issues, and artists of both general and individual interest. But beyond this University-centered view, there are
also personal memories which set this time of life apart from all others. Each of us have our own private memories
of relationships, development, conflicts, and joys which only a few others can share. Often, however, a certain
picture or word is enough to bring back a person, a time, a feeling which had been lost with the advance of time.
Within our limitations, then, this is our hope in recording life at the University of Santa Clara, California, from
September 1969 to June 1970 in the Redwood 1970.
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"The Wild, Wild West" Homecoming. November.
Kappa Zeta Phi
Students for Democratic Action

















Santa Clara, one hundred twenty years


dormitory life, 9 months
prefects birthday, 9th floor Swig
dinner, Seifert gym











Juniors at Loyola, Rome International Students
'Voungbloods'" concert, April
Jean Kent
Milton Berle, Golden Circle Theatre Party, February

















explains to the student senate
charges of unconstitutional action
brought against ASUSC president
Gary Morgan,
Congressman John V. Tunney
'K' %m^
j^.ii:«t_ _-i _3. li", .£ -J. C.
Ra/ph Nader, "Environmental Hazards/' October
student4aculty discussion on "The Future Role of the University'









5/acy<f Arts Festival, April
"Sensitivity Training — Encounter Groups: Hope or Hell?'





Martin Luther King's birthday, January 75


There is a time in life, a time for living,
a time of wonder and of peace.
Apart from the pressures and distractions
of normal University life,
this is a time of very personal growth and change.
Developing from new experiences and relationships,
an individual involves and expresses himself
in an area governed principally by his own actions.
It is, then, a time of conflicts and escapes
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ASUSC president Gary Morgan with dean of students Jeraid McGrath




Editor Robert Cooney and
the Redwood 1970 staff meet
during the ""Yearbox Controversy""
to discuss the complaints and



























Dan Walker defeats Pat Kelly for the
ASUSC presidency in a runoff election.
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